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HOPE exists as a platform to inspire innovative
solutions to broken systems. Whether providing
short-term relief, or building long-term systems,
we believe that the best answers are global in
concept, local in execution, and limitless in its
ability to create and inspire change.

VALUES
STUDENT
EMPOWERMENT

Team members are
encouraged and
given freedom to
execute their own
ideas and are
provided with the
resources and tools
to do so.

SCHOOL
OUTREACH

Challenge young
people to reach
deeper within their
hearts and arrive at
a place not just of
sympathy but of
true empathy for
the people around
them

COMMUNITY
CONNECTIONS

We work directly
with marginalized
communities to
gauge a deeper
understanding of
their needs and
tailor our projects
accordingly.
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What is HOPE for Community
The HOPE for Community program is
created to connect students with
organizations who need specialized
volunteers and to provide organizations
with skilled workers. As well as
connecting students to opportunities,
our program provides monthly training,
mentoring and reflection to ensure all
of our students are consistently
developing new skills!
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HOPE FOR
COMMUNITY

Community Leader Coordinator, University-specific

(10 positions: one each at UVic, U of T, Waterloo, McMaster, UCalgary,
U of A, uOttawa, SFU, Manitoba + Saskatchewan region and Maritimes region)
This individual is responsible for the overall management of volunteers,
called Community Leaders in the HOPE for Community program throughout
the year. They will spearhead the onboarding process for each branch and
contribute to the orientation of participants, while liaising with the
university-specific HOPE for Community, Community Partners Coordinator.

Main Responsibilities
Recruit, train, and supervise new volunteers.
Collect volunteer information, availability, and skills, and maintain an up-to-date database.
Pitch to students through Zoom or phone calls to introduce our program, understand their
needs, and address any of their concerns.
Keep new and existing volunteers informed about the organization and volunteer
opportunities.
Maintain and reinforce relationships with volunteers throughout the year.
Keep schedules and records of volunteers' work.
Prepare codes of conduct and operating procedures to uphold HOPE’s values.
Respond promptly to emails (within 2 business days).
Conduct research on organizations & alternate opportunities to increase recruitment.
Report volunteer status and updates and support the Volunteer Engagement Coordinator
Lead and Partnership Coordinator Lead.
Work closely with Partnerships and Education team members.
Assist Volunteer Engagement Coordinator in recruiting volunteers
Other administrative tasks, as needed.

Time Commitment:
All HOPE general meetings - once a week.
All Student Engagement meetings - once a week.
Communicate with the Directors through messaging or call as needed.
Hours of commitment may vary; approximately 5-6 hours per week.
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HOPE FOR
COMMUNITY
Community Partners Coordinator - Region Specific

(5 positions: two for BC region, two for Ontario region, one for Alberta region)

These individuals work to expand HOPE’s partnerships with external
organizations, including non-profits, charities, and associations. They are
responsible for the entire recruitment process from searching for potential
opportunities, pitching through Zoom or phone calls, to onboarding them
into our program. The Partnership Coordinators work to build sustainable
relationships with our partners, understand and anticipate their needs, and
ensure we exceed their expectations.

Main Responsibilities
Initiate contact with non-profit and charitable organizations in respective provincial areas
and beyond for potential partnerships.
Pitch to community organizations through Zoom or phone calls to introduce our program,
understand their needs, and address any of their concerns.
Conduct research on community organizations and identify potential partnerships.
Assist with onboarding new partners and continue fostering relationships.
Respond promptly to emails (within 2 business days).
Report partnership updates and support the Lead, Directors and team.
Work closely with Volunteer Engagement and Education.
Communicate and coordinate closely with other Partnership Coordinators, Lead and
External Representative through Slack and check-ins and prepare reports as tasked
Other tasks relating to partner relations as needed.

Time Commitment:
All HOPE general meetings - once a week.
Partnership meetings weekly or as needed.
Communicate with the Partnership Coordinator Lead through messaging or calls as needed.
Hours of commitment may vary; approximately 8-10 hours per week.
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HOPE FOR
COMMUNITY
National Partnership Representative Coordinator
(1 position)

This individual works to expand HOPE’s partnerships with external organizations
through elevating public awareness of HOPE. They are responsible for
conducting research on and pitching at competitions and any relevant
promotional opportunities. The National Partnership Representative works to
confidently represent and communicate HOPE’s brand and mission to a variety of
stakeholders and is a leading voice for HOPE’s values and objectives.

Main Responsibilities
Conduct research on available and relevant pitch competitions and identify promotional
events/opportunities.
Pitch and participate in above opportunities as a HOPE representative with the goal to
grow public awareness of HOPE’s organization and programs.
Assist Partnership Coordinators with onboarding new partners and continue fostering
relationships as needed.
Screen incoming opportunities and respond promptly to emails (within 2 business days).
Report activity updates and support the Lead, Directors and team.
Work closely with the Volunteer Engagement portfolio to discuss responsibilities for
student-facing and community-facing pitch opportunities.
Communicate and coordinate closely with Partnership Coordinators, Lead, and Directors
through Slack and check-ins and prepare reports as tasked
Delegate pitch and promotion opportunities to Partnership Coordinators as appropriate.
Other tasks relating to partner and external relations as needed.

Time Commitment:
All HOPE general meetings - once a week.
Partnership meetings as needed.
Communicate with the Partnership Coordinators and Lead through Slack or calls as needed.
Hours of commitment may vary; approximately 6-10 hours per week.
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HOPE FOR
COMMUNITY
Community Partners Lead Coordinator
(1 position)

This individual will work to expand HOPE’s partnerships with external
organizations, including non-profits, charities, and associations. They are
responsible for the entire recruitment process from searching for potential
opportunities, pitching through Zoom or phone calls, to onboarding them
into our program. The Partnership Lead Coordinator will work to build
sustainable relationships with our partners, understand and anticipate their
needs, and ensure we exceed their expectations.

Main Responsibilities
Communicate and oversee all Partnership Coordinators throughout Canada and External
Representatives through Slack and check-ins meetings.
Initiate contact with non-profit and charitable organizations in Greater Vancouver and
beyond for potential partnerships.
Pitch to community organizations through Zoom or phone calls to introduce our program,
understand their needs, and address any of their concerns.
Conduct research on community organizations and identify potential partnerships.
Assist with onboarding new partners and continue fostering relationships.
Respond promptly to emails (within 2 business days).
Report partnership updates and support the Partnership Coordinators, Directors, and team.
Work closely with Volunteer Engagement and Education Coordinators.
Prepare additional reports as tasked
Other tasks relating to partner relations as needed.

Time Commitment:
All HOPE general meetings - once a week.
Partnership meetings weekly or as needed.
Communicate with the Board through Slack or calls as needed.
Hours of commitment may vary; approximately 8-10 hours per week.
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HOPE FOR
COMMUNITY
Education Coordinator
(1 position)

This individual plays a key role in building and facilitating the skills-based
curriculum in the HOPE for Community program. They are responsible for
developing monthly curriculum topics and coordinating with Workshop
Leads to create interactive skills-based workshops for students. The
Education Coordinator works to empower students in each of the HOPE for
Community program cohorts, which is critical to increase participant
participation and retention.

Main Responsibilities
Recruit Workshop Leads who have relevant knowledge and expertise to create content
and facilitate workshops.
Create workshop topic outlines, share resources, and answer questions to support
Workshop Leads.
Coordinate review meetings and review/edit workshop content.
Host workshops (introductions, assist with logistics, conclusion/wrap-up).
Follow the scheduled email approach and send timely emails and calendar invites.
Respond to emails (within 2-3 business days).
Work closely with the Student Engagement Team.
Follow protocols to troubleshoot any issues and potentially set up meetings to resolve any
student issues.
Research additional resources for students to share links.
Connect with external organizations for collaboration opportunities regarding workshops.
Update team members with current and new activities.
Other tasks relating to student engagement and education as needed.

Time Commitment:
All HOPE general meetings - once a week.
All Student Engagement committee meetings - once a week
Workshop review meetings - first Saturday morning of every month
Workshop - 3rd Saturday of every month 9am-11am PST
Communicate with the Directors through Slack or Zoom as needed.
Hours of commitment may vary; approximately 4-6 hours per week.
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HOPE FOR
COMMUNITY
National Partnership Representative Coordinator
(1 position)

This individual works to expand HOPE’s partnerships with external organizations
through elevating public awareness of HOPE. They are responsible for
conducting research on and pitching at competitions and any relevant
promotional opportunities. The National Partnership Representative works to
confidently represent and communicate HOPE’s brand and mission to a variety of
stakeholders and is a leading voice for HOPE’s values and objectives.

Main Responsibilities
Conduct research on available and relevant pitch competitions and identify promotional
events/opportunities.
Pitch and participate in above opportunities as a HOPE representative with the goal to
grow public awareness of HOPE’s organization and programs.
Assist Partnership Coordinators with onboarding new partners and continue fostering
relationships as needed.
Screen incoming opportunities and respond promptly to emails (within 2 business days).
Report activity updates and support the Lead, Directors and team.
Work closely with the Volunteer Engagement portfolio to discuss responsibilities for
student-facing and community-facing pitch opportunities.
Communicate and coordinate closely with Partnership Coordinators, Lead, and Directors
through Slack and check-ins and prepare reports as tasked
Delegate pitch and promotion opportunities to Partnership Coordinators as appropriate.
Other tasks relating to partner and external relations as needed.

Time Commitment:
All HOPE general meetings - once a week.
Partnership meetings as needed.
Communicate with the Partnership Coordinators and Lead through Slack or calls as needed.
Hours of commitment may vary; approximately 6-10 hours per week.
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HUMAN
RESOURCES
HR Coordinator
(1 position)

This individual is responsible for recruitment, onboarding, retention of
members at The HOPE Initiative as well as HOPE’s university branches. In
addition, they will assist in creating internal documents to record HR
policies and implementing organizational changes. Looking for a reliable and
enthusiastic individual with a willingness to implement change to assist the
HR Officers.

Main Responsibilities
Recruit new talent through volunteer/career fairs, social media and other platforms.
Promote and answer candidate questions about the open positions and HOPE as an
organization.
Onboard new hires at The HOPE Initiative.
Assist and teach HOPE’s university branches to resolve their recruitment needs.
Assist in developing strategies and incentives to retain talent.
Assist in identifying gaps in talent in the organization.
Develop and maintain position descriptions.
Assist in needs assessment regarding jobs positions.
Conduct regular check-ins with team members to ensure team satisfaction and wellbeing.
Mediate between team members through conflict resolutions.
Update and create HR documents that record the organizational policies and expectations
in a transparent and accessible manner.
Assist in facilitating and improving the continuous learning and feedback process.
Create internal social events and strategies to increase engagement and team morale.
Develop resources for leadership and interpersonal skills that empower our team
members and facilitate growth.
Report updates to the HR Officers and the team.
Other tasks relating to HR as needed.

Time Commitment:
All HOPE general meetings - once a week.
All HR committee meetings - once a week.
Communicate with the HR Officers through messaging or calls as needed.
Hours of commitment may vary; approximately 5-8 hours per week.
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MARKETING
External Graphics and Media Coordinator
(1 position)

This individual is responsible for creating digital promotional graphics for
external HOPE events, creating infographics, and creating graphics content for
the HOPE website and other external documents. They will ideally have a great
sense of design and enjoy creating eye-catching and informative graphics.

Main Responsibilities
Create posters, banners, promotional content, digital signage, and graphics for HOPE
Charity events
Liaison with the marketing team in order to get graphics posted
Create infographics for external use
Create university-specific HOPE logos and liaise with corporate relations team to distribute
graphics appropriately
Create digital graphics content for the HOPE website
Advise on branding and graphics inquiries and concerns from HOPE University branches
Liaison with members from other committees to help create graphics for their events
and/or programs
Update HOPE executives, Marketing Directors and Marketing team on progress regularly,
and actively respond to messages
Actively support other HOPE charity events and programs

Time Commitment:
HOPE Charity general meetings - once per week
Marketing committee meetings - once per week
Hours of commitment may vary but will be close to 5 hours per week
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MARKETING
Social Media Strategist
(5 positions)

These individuals are responsible for creating, implementing and analyzing
social media strategies for one of Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, TikTok and/or
LinkedIn.

Main Responsibilities
Updating and utilizing the social media strategy document to guide marketing choices
Coordinating with the Marketing team to create engaging content across all platforms
Analyzing success of posts and social media campaigns
Planning and hosting social media giveaways and contests
Finding ways to increase reach across all platforms (increasing followers, collaborations
etc)
Coordinate with program-specific marketing leads to advertise programs
Coordinate with other branches to help cross promote events
Find and liaison with influencers
Assist with updating, sharing, commenting and posting on social media platform(s)
Update HOPE executives, Marketing Directors and Marketing team on progress regularly,
and actively respond to messages
Actively support other HOPE charity events and programs

Time Commitment:
HOPE Charity general meetings - once per week
Marketing committee meetings - once per week
Hours of commitment may vary but will be close to 5 hours per week
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MARKETING
HOPE for Community Marketing Lead
(1 position)

This individual is responsible for the promotion of the HOPE for Community
Program and assists with all their marketing/graphic needs

Main Responsibilities
Create and update a H4C specific letterhead/presentation templates
Coordinate with the HOPE for Community team to assist with branding any necessary
documents
Coordinate with Internal photographer/videographer manager to create H4C promotional
videos
Coordinate with Social Media strategist to create social media campaigns advertising the
program
Attend HOPE for Community team meetings as requested
Update HOPE executives, Marketing Directors and Marketing team on progress regularly,
and actively respond to messages
Actively support other HOPE charity events and programs

Time Commitment:
HOPE Charity general meetings - once per week
Marketing committee meetings - once per week
Hours of commitment may vary but will be close to 5 hours per week
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FINANCE
Finance Coordinator
(1 position)

This individual is responsible for maintaining financial documents, assisting with
processing and document gathering. In addition, they will assist with branch
reporting documents related to finance received from HOPE’s university
chapters. Looking for an accountable and detail-oriented individual to assist the
Finance & HR Officer and current Finance Coordinator.

Main Responsibilities
Responsible for maintaining financial documents, such as general ledger and invoice
tracker, on a weekly basis.
Assist in creating annual financial statements and budgets.
Report updates to the Finance & HR Officer and the team.
Assist in developing financial literacy documents and identify alternate funding models.
Prepare and review finance related branch reporting submissions from HOPE’s university
chapters.
Prepare interim reports, year-end financial statements, and annual impact report.
Other tasks relating to finance as needed.

Time Commitment:
All HOPE general meetings - once a week.
All finance committee meetings - once a week.
Communicate with the Finance & HR Officer through messaging or calls as needed.
Hours of commitment may vary; approximately 5-8 hours per week.
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FINANCE
Grant Coordinator

(18 positions: two of each at UBC, UVic, U of T, Waterloo,
McMaster, UCalgary, U of A, uOttawa, SFU)
The grant coordinator will be applying for funding and grants that aligns
with the organization's needs or programs. They will primarily focus on
funds/grants available at their local institution (i.e. school) and are expected
to systematically apply every cycle. Finally, it is important to communicate
your progress and direction with other branches of HOPE, especially the
events team, to run a smooth operation.

Main Responsibilities
Systematically apply for grants offered by your institution every cycle
Respond to emails or messages promptly (within 2 business days)
Provide funding for ongoing or upcoming projects by coordinating with the events team
Maintain good rapport with external parties/organizations
Keep track of grants/funds offered outside of your institution that are applicable to HOPE
Complete delegated tasks by deadlines
Support the lead grant coordinator

Time Commitment:
All HOPE general meetings - once a week.
Weekly-check in meetings with grants committee - once a week
Hours of commitment may vary; approximately 4-5 hours per week.
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EXPANSIONS
Expansions Outreach Regional Coordinator
(4 positions: One for Prairies region, Maritimes region,
Territories region, Ontario region)

Each individual on this team will have a designated region that they will
focus on to get new H.O.P.E branches started at the post-secondary
institutions in the region. They will use different methods to recruit
interested students, set up meetings to confirm their interest, send out
important documents, and maintain relationships with that school. The ideal
candidate will be organized, reliable, and have strong communication skills.

Main Responsibilities
Assist with expanding, establishing, and maintaining H.O.P.E at various universities and
colleges B.C. and Canada wide
Assist with recruiting new members for H.O.P.E clubs (ie. creating facebook posts,
drafting emails, etc.)
Answering any questions new branches may have or finding support to answer the
questions with the correct details
Update H.O.P.E. members during general meetings on the activities of CR
Respond promptly to agenda and minute postings within two days
This role transitions to the same responsibilities as Expansions Sustainability Coordinator
after initial contact and interest with the university branch has been established

Time Commitment:
All HOPE general meetings - once a week (1hr/week).
Weekly-check in meetings with Expansions Committee- once a week (1hr/week)
Communicate with the Directors through messaging or call as needed.
Scheduling and completing initiation meeting with newly set up H.O.P.E branch alongside
follow-up meetings (2hr/week)
Hours of commitment may vary; approximately 6-8 hours per week.
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EXPANSIONS
Sustainability Coordinator

(5 positions: each person oversees two of the following: UBC, UVic,
U of T, Waterloo, McMaster, UCalgary, U of A, uOttawa, SFU
This team of individuals will focus on maintaining existing H.O.P.E branches
all over Canada and BC through a designated reporting system and followup meetings. They will receive updates and assign task items or provide
support to schools as needed, and liaise with other team members if
difficult questions arise. The ideal candidate will be organized, reliable, and
have strong communication skills.

Main Responsibilities
Assist with maintaining H.O.P.E at various universities and colleges B.C. and Canada wide
Maintaining existing relations with 2 assigned H.O.P.E branches, including attending
meetings with branches, managing progress reports and documents for branches
Meet with representatives from different H.O.P.E. branches
Answering any questions branches may have or finding support to answer the questions
with the correct details
Update H.O.P.E. members during general meetings on the activities of CR
Respond promptly to agenda and minute postings within two days.

Time Commitment:
All HOPE general meetings - once a week (1hr/week).
Weekly-check in meetings with Expansions Committee- once a week (1hr/week)
Communicate with the Directors through messaging or call as needed.
Schedule and complete follow up meetings with assigned H.O.P.E branches (2hr/week)
Hours of commitment may vary; approximately 6-8 hours per week.
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RESEARCH
Competitive Intelligence Analyst
(1 position)

The Competitive Intelligence Analyst works at the HOPE Charity level to
evaluate current HOPE programs and methods, and explore pathways for
growth and improvement. They work on assessing the needs of all branches,
assessing the branch competitors as well as HOPE Charity competitors
through SWOT analysis, learning from competitors and introducing new and
improved protocols. They also work on assessing the recruitment and
retention rates at HOPE and identifying ways to improve retention of
members. Overall, the Competitive Intelligence Analyst works to identify
ways for HOPE Charity and HOPE branches to grow and improve current
programs to help better reach the goals of HOPE.

Main Responsibilities
To explore new areas of growth in HOPE Charity and HOPE Branches
Monitor progress of expansions and programs at each branch (have access to all
spreadsheets of branch leads)
To assess underperforming areas in HOPE Charity and HOPE branches through analysis
and provide recommendations based on research
To track recruitment and retention rates of members to find areas of improvement and
investigate reasoning for typical path in HOPE
To identify direct competitors of HOPE - analyze advantages and disadvantages of HOPE
from a member perspective
To conduct SWOT analysis of HOPE Charity competitors and identify areas where HOPE is
succeeding and where HOPE could expand
Relay all information to HOPE Board of Directors

Time Commitment:
Attend HOPE Charity weekly meetings (1 hr/week)
Attend Research and Expansions weekly meetings (1 hr/week)
Stay updated with tasks on slack and task list from meetings
Total hours: 5-8 hours/ week
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RESEARCH
Data Analyst - University-Specific
(8 positions: one at UVic, U of T, Waterloo,
McMaster, UCalgary, U of A, uOttawa, SFU)

Each branch of HOPE will have a data analyst who works to ensure the
branch is growing and succeeding against local competitors. They are
responsible for keeping track of all members and data related to member
retention and recruitment rates and methods. They identify local
competitors of HOPE and conduct SWOT analysis to identify areas for
growth and improvement in the HOPE branch.

Main Responsibilities
Track progress of expansions and programs at branch through spreadsheets
Share progress of expansions, programs and members with HOPE Charity lead
Assess underperforming areas in branch through analysis and provide recommendations
for improvement based on research
Create and maintain spreadsheet to track recruitment and retention rates of members to
find areas of improvement and investigate reasoning for typical path in HOPE branch
Identify local competitors of HOPE and HOPE programs - analyze advantages and
disadvantages of HOPE from a member perspective
Conduct SWOT analysis of local HOPE branch competitors and identify areas where
branch is succeeding and where branch could expand
Relay all information regarding retention rates, HOPE competitors and general branch
progress to Competitive Intelligence Analyst

Time Commitment:
Attend Research and Expansions weekly meetings (1 hr/week)
Attend Directors meetings at respective branch (1 hr/week)
Stay updated with tasks on slack and task list from meetings
Total hours: 3-5 hours/ week
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INTERNAL
Administrative Coordinator
(1 position)

This individual acts as a liaison between Directors and the Executive team.
They are in charge of creating weekly agendas, taking attendance, creating
minutes for general meetings, and updating and organizing club documents.
The Administrative Coordinator is also directly responsible for supporting
activities and elections as well as keeping the details of all organizational
administration accounts and login information.

Main Responsibilities
Submit agenda items to the Directors at the end of each week
Create weekly general meeting minutes and ensure all Directors update the document
beforehand
Maintain and complete a comprehensive transition report
Send and reply to emails relevant to their committee
Attend all planned director meetings and weekly general meetings
Oversee hiring rounds with committee members and prepare orientation for new
members

Time Commitment:
All-member HOPE general meetings - once per week
Social media responsibilities and Zoom meetings as needed
Number of hours a week: Summer 3-15, September 15-20, October-April 3-10
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